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This paper assesses advertising effeCtoCchildreq and adolescents

from a social learning theory perspective, emphasiging,imitatiiie perform-

ante of uicariously reinfobcc d consumption stimuli: In the first section,

the basic elements 0 Albert Bandura's modeling theory are outlined (Ban-
s ;

.4r

duxes 1962, 196Sa, 1969, 1971a, 1972b, 1973; Bandura and Walters,'1963;'

. -

Bandura, Ross, and'Ross; 1963a, 1963b). Then, specific derivations from

the theory are applied to the problem of television advertising effects.

For each application, new research evidence is'presented and interpreted

in terms of social learning principles.

E0d AL LEARNING THEORY d '

Gewirtz (1969) defines-social learning as a category of learning in-

volving stimuli provided by people. There are two basic social learning

processes that influende behavior: direct instrumental training, where a

4
teacher explicitly attempts to shape responses via differential reinforce- ,
. -

.

,meat, and tnitdtion, where an observer matches responses to discriminative

cues provided by responses of a model. The latter process dccurs without

direct tuition and caorip#ises the vast majority of a child's socialization.

Although traditional learning theories portray behavior as a function

of directly experienced reinforcements, Bandura contends that "virtually

all learning phenomena resulting from direct experiences can occur on a
. .

vicarious baiis through observation of other people's behavior and its

consequences for them." This enables man to acquire behavior by example

without tedious trial and error 'practice; similarly,blbavioral Inhibitions

can be induced by observing punishment of others for their actions. There

iw
is-antimportant cognitive component in this approach, as people symboti-

cally represent and process external influences for later guidance in-per -
TO Elu. 010 moutOPeRms9ON f0 KpRO.,..ct War
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In Vandura's view, 'most of the behaviors that people display are

learned, either. deliberately or inadvertently, through the infltence of

example. "' The reasons for this are that dangerous- mistake can be avoided

by observing competent models who demonstrate proper modes of response,

that complex behaviors such as language can only be learned through exam- .

ple, and that novel response patterns can be acquired more efficiently

through'observational means:

Early social learning and operant conditioning theories of modeling

emphasized the requirement Of overt performance of a response matching

the modeled stimulus Cue, followed by the positive reinforcement of the

imitative behavior (Hiller and Dollard, 1941; Skinner, 1953). gaddura's

approach differs from contemporary analyses in the treatment of response

integration, cognitive control, and reinforcement influences. He pro-

poses four subprocesses that govern modeling.,, A distinction is drawn be.

twein'acquisitioP (learning) and actual.performance of the behavior. An

observed response becomes acquired when stimuli merely elicit mental re-
.

presentations of the behavior; overt performance is primarily determined

hyr4nforcements experienced By the model. and the observer.

The initial process'is attention, where the observer is exposed to the

modeling stimuli. Acquisition of matching behavior at the sensory regis-

.

tration level occurs, when the observer attends. to, recognizes, and .diffe

entiates the'distinctive features of the model's behavior. Attention is

selectively determined by severe/ sets-of factors, including opportunity

for. encounter with direct or mediated models, the rele;ranceccmpetence,.

distinctiyeneiiTPower, and attractiveneaspf these models, and the obser-
.

ver's sensory capacities, arousal level; motivations, and reinforcement

%.

O
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of the model's presence requires symbolic representatIon in memory. This
4

i
: .

t
4

mental representation process involves coding of both images and verbal ..

. .

. 4
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history. Bandurfeels that televised models are so intrinsically inter-.

estini that they are ttighly effective in attracting attention.

Retehtional processes are crucial because delayed imitation outside

I

symbols of-ckbserVed --events: ------4- ________
. . .

.
.

Motoric reproduction processes arePthe,third component of modeling. .

'
The-observer must possess the requisite skills.fOr physically executing g, , ..

ti

the behavioral pattern.

Finally, reinforcement and motivational PrOtessesl\determine whether
. ,

'the learned behavior will be activated into overt expression. Positive.

.

incentiver4 facilitate trandlation'from Mental acquisition to behavioral

performance of matching actions. In particular, observed reinforcement'

contingencies provide the crucial'instisational cues.

Bandura notes that 'ale anticipation of reinforcement also influences-

ki
the attentional and ietentiopal processes; observers aremore attettive to__

. w -
.

actions of effective models, and they are more likely'to code utilitarian
. .

modeled responses. However, such incentives are facilitative ratheP than
a . -

necessary conditions; indeed, attention may4beattracted by physical means:

w
t

it -re

"One does not have to be reinforced, for example, to hear compelling sounds

op to look at prominent visual disp9.ays.6 In one study, Bandura, Grusec

and Menlove (1966) found the same level of imitative acquisition from te-

levision stimuli regardless of advance notification that correct modeling

would be rewarded.

Bandura identifies several typ16 of modeli.ng functions. Observational

learning-is the transmistion,of information about pays of organizing compo-

nent.respcmses into new patterns of, behavior. ,Observers acquire novel *.

4
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response patterns by watching the performances of, others via physical
$

. , .
. -

. .
. delonstrations, pictoral representitiOn, or verbal-description. While

.; , .., .

'adults relroverbal modeling as the preferred soft of. response guidance, .

4

4

. .

children who have not developed jadequag language skills are 'more depend-

ent'on visual depictions. The varied aymbellic modeling portrayali-on'te-
.

levision-constitute-an-extreneWisibrtant influence:
.

The Vssic modeling process is the same regardless of.whethet the
desired behavior. is conveyed thrugh words, pictures, "Or%live'

actions. Different.fi,rms,cf modeling, however, are not always
equally effective It is frequentlyAifficult to,.convek Through
words the same amount of information contained impictorial or
live'demonstrations. Some 'forms, of modaisi may,also be more ,

Pokerful.than others in.commanding-Oention. Children, or adults
for that matter, rarely have to be compelled to watch television,

whereas verbal Characterizationt of.the.'same activities' would
fail' to hold their attention for Long. :One might also expect ob-

1 servers who lack conceptual skills tCLSenefit less Prom verbal

modeling :thin from.behavioral.dedonstratioht. .0 .

-. .

The second function involOes strengthenihgr weikehing of4nhibiiions
. $.

. . . .. . .

that govern the expression of previously learned responses. Theobserva
. ...

t.. .

$ tion of reinforcement to aemodeilLpS determine how behaViOral4restraints f

4

. .

are modified; vicariously punished responses tend to inhibit expressions

of "similar behavior., whiie'n'ormilly prohibited responses that.are rewarded
4

-
' s. a,

(or merely ignored or not.doticed)-reduce inhibitoir constraints.

Response facilitation is:the third major function. This modeling en-
$

en-

hanrement proc*ess O6Ours when the model performs a socially sanctioned be-
,

havior which servesas an external reminder eliciting performance of exist-
.

... . ,. . .

ing responses in the same general class. Facilitation is distinguished

fAm observational learning in that new behaviors are not acquired, and

.

from inhibition/disinhibition in that these types of beha;rior are 'not nor-
.

p

mail* subject to internal or external restraint
i

Bandura briefly mentions a fourth function, stimulus enhancement

__iv/here the obServeris.atteniion is directed to the objects emplcoted by the

w.
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model. Consefluentlk, the observer may We shore likelyglio'use these objects,
.

\\,) although not necessarily 4n a directly imitative fastiion.

In his theory, iBandura poI,ts that human functioning is responsive to

theregulatory control of stimulus and 'reinforcement cognitive processes.
.

Stimulus control\is generated by the characteristics of the environmental

cues,'such as:intensity, relevance, explicitness, and model attributes.

Stimuli acquire response- directive properties when they are associated

=

1

with differential response consequences.
,

. . .

verbal communication, actions of models,

Such informatjon is conveyed

distinctive places,. people and
. -.

. .
.

. ,

things, and -pictoral materials . Sanclura 'states,' "Of-the numerous cues
1 . .

that influence how people will behave at any given moment, none is more

4i4uitous or effective than the actions of others,'! and ", . . behavior

is proMpted and channelled by the p ower of example."
,

.4
M

Modeling stimuli are not equally influeritial in evoking the eReinpli-

fied behavior. The attributes of the social model combine with the model's

reibforcement contingencies, to determine impact. -odels who a re perceived

to have high competence:, expertise, power, celebrity standing or socio-

economic status are overtly imitated to a considerably greater degree,

compared, to models lacking these qU
v\\

itities. Impact of ,properties such as age,

sex, and ethnic status is more likely to vary'according to the observer's

charaCteristics, since perceived similarity to the Model is an influential

factor. 'Me potency of these dimensions is explainable terms of the .

predictably reinforcing outcomes associated with imitation.1 respected

or successful models; copying actions of models who have atta ned status

is more likely to be rewar4ed. Indeed, status can be conferre on models

by their resp nse consequences; aAmodel assumes greaterevaluation.and emu-
!

Iative qualities when posifive4 rather than negatively reinforced. In

6
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addition, source generalization processes

tige to unrelated domains of behavior-and

respected one. The role of similarity is

tend to extend a model's pros-

to other models similar to ,the

partly dud/to the expectation

that people who possess similar "characteristics share many common .xPer7

iences and outcomes. Berkowitz (1962) observes that the degreiof simi-

larity between the circumstances portrayed and the, observer's own situaT

Lion facilitates effects in the same manner.

Cognitive control is a key intervening process which helps determine

what is observed and performed. Since behavior is primarily regulated by

anticipated consequences of prospective overt actions that May liotbe re-
,

levant untl 'it appropriate, circumstances arise, the cognitive function serves
4

to preserve the imagery ana symbolic representations. Thought control is

often exercised before peifOrmanc6; alternative courses of action are tested

symbolically,, with action bird on expected consequences.

%Reinforcement control is centrally important, of course. Behavior is

extensi.vely.governed by its positive and negative consequences, whether

directlytxperienced, observed, or self-cred7,-Actions are shaped by

feedback from extrinsic rewards and pulishments, more typically those of

a secondary social. nature (approval, attention, affection) rather than

tangible primary incentives. Intrinsic self-reinforcement alsOAkrves,as
.

a continous guide to 'behavior, as people'seek to achieve personal satis-

. faction by meeting internally evaluated standards.

Obseiwed reinforcement contingencies affect behavior in the same way

"t
.

as directly experienced reinfor;cers. Bandura argues that vicarioustrein-
-

Torcement is more effective in acquisitional learning, while direct rein-

forcement is'moxe influential in performance,of behavior. A

s 6
I,

4
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Particularly interesting problem

vicarious reinforsers,, Observed

for determining whether attained

. I
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is the interacti ve' .effect
, %

consequences,provide refe

Os

of direct and

rpnce standards

Outcomes are judged- as positive orpega-

tive; as in the phenomena of relative deprivation: "Through socia l cool-

parison.uocesses, observation of other people's,response outcomes can,

dr,astic4lly alter+ the effectiveness of direct .reinforcemerits."

. Banduraexplains vicarious reinfOrcement in terms .Of'several mecha4

nisms. One is the informative function, where selvtive rewarding or pun---

ishifig of the observed performer's responses conveys knowledge of the

probability that certain ty2es of actions ere Appropriate or successful

in various environmental settings. These,observed consequences may also

provide an incentive motivation function As the observer develops expec-

tations that similar reinforcement can be personally obtained for anaiol

gods performances. The specifi3O disinhibitory effect derives from obser-

vation of a, mod1 engaging in

-adverse outcomes; inhibitions

disapproved behavior without eiTeriencing

are released by the perception that such

PPLICAtIONS

behavior is acceptable in certain situations, and that there is little
v

.

4$ risk of reprimand or loss of self-respect.

A

,A

lost of the mass communication applications of vicarious social yearn,

ing theory have concerned the impact of .television violencePortrayals on

anti-social behavior (see reviews by Bandura, 1973; Leibertl-Davldson and
.

Neale, 19746; Atkin, Murray and Nayman; 1971, 1972; Goransori, 1970; Baker

and Ball, 1969; Maccoby, 1964; and Berkowitz, 1962):\ More recently, in-

%

vestigators have studied the role of vicarious modeling processes in th e

8
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learning 6f pro-sociarbehavior such as altruism (Bryan-and-Londotii 1970;----------

*19'Bryan and Schwartz, 71, Krebs, 1670), kindness .(Rosenhan, 1969;Rosenhan

and White, 196

.Menlovi, 1966),

Thelen, 1969), Selfcontrol Oandura and Mischel, 1966; Stein and Bryan,

"--,-.

courage (Baridurarprusec, and Menlove, 1967;16Bandura and

generosity: (Bryan and '1970), affection (Fr/rear and

&972; Stein and Friedrich, 1972), reflective problem- solving tempo (Debus,

1970; Ridberg, Parke and Hetherington, 1971), initiation of peer contacts .

(O'Connor, 1969), and inhibition of deviant actions (Slaby and Parke, 1971;

Walters, beat, and Mezei, 1963; Wolf, 1972). Finally, vicarious learning

prinCies have been applied in the "development'of instructibnal television

programs uCh as Sesame Street and Electric Company (Lesser, 1974; Sproull,

1973; Cook, Appleton, Conner, Shaffer, Tampkin,and Weber, 1975;% Ball and
.p.0°'

Bogatz, 1970, 973; Bogatz and Bill, 1971)... e

The study m st relevant to commercial advertising impact is a social

learning analysis f public service announcements by'Liebert, Sprafkin and

Poulos (1975). The obtained successful results by carefully designing

.
cooperation PSA messa es to attract attention, produce comprenension,

0

and
4 %

engender acceptance as = behavioral guide. Based on their experience, the

authors recommend these les for message construction: defining target

audience clearly, highligh ing central message while.varying peripher al

content across a series of pots,. using familiar and relevant experiences
.

to optimize immediate recognition and understanding, utilizing action to

attract attention and interest, employing verbal labeling cues.b,empha-

size action sequences, and emphasizing strong positive consequences of the

behavior. e')

The remainder of this paper will present recent entpiiical evidence

pertaining to vicarious meling, drawn from data cOlected in a three-year
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research program 6y1Atkin {1275). In each section,,research findings will
: /

.t.

-
. .

be linked to relevant Components of so4a1 learning theory. !First the

stimulus 'characteristics of 'children's Commercials are examined in-term;

4-

. .

of effectiveness potential, based on social learning ideas. Then, evidence

.
of actual advertising impact is presented in this theoretical context.

(The'findings will be summarized briefly; full technical reports are avail-
.

able 'from the author.)

DIMEMSIONS OF ADVERT/PIG STIMULI

The nature of the portrayal of product consumption and consequences .

in commercial messages has significant implications for child modeling of

advertisilestimuli. A number of content dimensions relating tb social

.lea4 theory were described in an analysis of all 470 commerCials aired

. on the three television networks on two comparable Saturday mornings in

,
.

1972 and 1973.t In general, these ads portrayed.One or more models in .the

of consuming a fool or toy product and enjoying positive reinforcement

as a consequence of this response.,The presentation of'findings is orgah-'

ized according to the stimulus control and reinforcement control functions,

which affect aftentioAal, retentional, and motivational Processes.
.

Stim ulus control% The structural elements of advertising presenta-
,.

. 6 .

tions contribUte to the viewer'sAitention and retentior ads are placed. .
0 .

within and between popular entertainment programs where children have a

high opportunity to encounter the messages, and the frequent repetition off
specific commercials increases the likelihood of attending and retaining

thematerial. The intermittent repetition is particularly important. be -

. . .

cause younger viewers have a limited capacity, for storing-an infrqquntly

presehted message until the appropriate time for action; iincelnost ads .

. .

. .
. .
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are oriented toward response facilitation effects, repeating the basic

message within and'across Saturday mgrnings'serves as a key reminder to

diSplay prLviously 1e6ned consumpillin hehaOiors. The findings showed-an
.

average>of 20ads per hour in these two years, and an ad was presented an
6

."

average of 1.4 times, per morning.

The repetition factor is also apparent within .commercials-. Almost

every'commercial mentioned the brand name more than Fmcd,' with' almost

one-fourth of the ads featuring five or more-repetitions. On the average,

the name of the brand was verbally mentioned 3.7'times per 30 -segond mes-,'

: ) ..-

sage. Retention can also be stimul ated by the use of catchy slogans and

jingles. qdre than.two-fifths of the ads, employed these devices4.pith

musical jingles predominating over verbalized klogans by a five-to-one

margin.

Several other attention-setting aspects of advertising stimuli were

documented:, a humorous tone of presentation was used almost three-
,'

fifths of the ads, and four-fifths of the commercials lectured special-
..

effects techniques, typically close-ups of the product. Certainly the

various model characteristics and reinforcement poitrayals described tlow

also induce greater attention..

,

Almost all ads depicted human,characters, and the roles satisfied

hoth_the--competence/authority and similarity strategies for 'eliciting that

modeling. tans-tenths portrayed child models, which large segmsnts of the

are likelys child audience

few commercia ,presented adults alone, more thin one4obrth had ,s mixture

of children an adults; most adults occupied aparental role. Furthermore,

td perceive as similar to themselves. Althoagfi-

celebrity models were used in one arevery twenty ads. Aside from age of
,
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characters, rac al analysis showed that about one-fifth of the commer-

cials presented non -white minority persons almost always in.combination .

Another important facet of the stimulus is the explicitness. of the

behavior al portrayal. Almost nine-tenths of *he ads visually illustrated

the product in use at-some point, typically showing a child plying with
1

A toy or eating a food product. About three-fourths'of all commercials

relied solely on live-action portrayals, while the rest were'split evenly

between animated-orp"Oesentations and use of the two techniques in com-
\ .

.

bination. Thus, the child obsei;ver can clearly, view the sequence of ac-
,

tiohs involved iii' consuming the object promoted in most ads. This feature

shonld particularly enhance observational learning of specific new responses

not in the child's repetoire.

One noteworthy ,contentAtimulus.that did not occur in the commercials

was the explicit suggestion that the child ask parents o puriaade 'the pro-

.

,duct, Since children must expressspeci r=equests as a means
.
of obtain-

,
-

ling, most off' the products that h desire, a sound commercial strate
.

Would be to present eling scimuli either graphically depicting such be\
.. a _

havior on v rbally recommending that the observer carry out the request

ct. Just 2% of the ads in 1972 and none of the .97.3 ads featured this

approach, larply due to .code restrictiops.

Reinforcementcontrol. The content analysis also attempted to assess

the types of rewards attained by models, although this requites a subjec -;

tive evaluation. Only a handful of commercials did not po,tray explicrt
.

enjoyment or benefit experienoed.from consuming the product. Almost fhree-

fifths of the ads fiere judged to show high sat isfaction, with verbal and/or

. 12.
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nonverbal display of, strong liking for the product; the'remainder were
. .

rated in the moderate satisfaction

tion w4,e.depictedmuch morerOten

Category. Higher levels
f .

in food' ads that in toys.

of satisfac-

ads. Among

the rew ?rds associated with product consumptioni'ttha feeIing..of fun was
y

emphasi2ed in two - thirds of thdAdvertisemente, pirticularly-ads,for, foods.
-1

.

Two'otheb categories were frequently found in toy O 0
s: feelip4 of power

:..
. .

and feelings of being grown -up. f4nallyt, the commercialq.were rated in .

terms of peer appeals linked to product consumption?. Xpereased status
.

.

with peers was demonstrated in very few commercials, but,more than half
. 1

., -
.a

= a . . .

. ' of the ads were classified as- containing affiliative appoalS since the

3

a

0.

4
model(s) and'product were shown in a soci 1 setting with other childrep

. -

present

The previously cited data that most-adults appearing in ads occupied

a parental role with respe tQ child modeig hpsimpoitant reinforcement
-

implications. Such authority figures el directly 'approve of the child
a .

,

model's consumption or implicitly endorse it with their mere presence;

.*.this. might indicate to the viewer that he will similarly be rewarded (or

P.V I

00. at least not punished) for consuming the product.

The presentationpresentation of such reinforcements in cchmercials contributes to.

the cognitive and behavioral impact of the messa0: Attention and reted

U' are heightened by the enticing display, of persona/ and social satis-

, a

faction derived'from playing with dparticular toy or eating a certain

cereal or candy. Most significantly, these elements of the advertisement
A

eery° as a motivating incentive'to perform the consurption behavior and to

implement any necessary pre-consumption actions such,aerequesting purchase
.

of the product.

13,

a

/
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EFFECTS OF ATRTISING ON ATTENTIONAL PROCESSES

The initialrequisite condition for successful behavioral modeling

, is securing attention of the target audience. Data from both experimental

and survey studies show that commercials attract an attentive reaction

from -children.
.

"In the experimentalresearch, 500 preschocl and grade school students

*ere unobtrusivelysmohitored as they watched a videotaped cartoon in which

,

.. 'seven' commercials were embedded. Groups_ of four children were seated in
. .

4
./t ftOnt of,la teleylsion whsle a hiddeh camera recorded their eye contact with

... .

the televised presentation. Axeraging. across the seven 30-second ads, the
. N, . . a

mean, amount of ,eye contact was 25 seconda. Older children (8-10 years old);','Y

i

4

. . . ,.
.

paid slightly closer attention than younger children (3-ryeart old), by
. . 1

. . -

about a
.

2-second in4rgin
. '

.

Ode of tif,manipulations in this experiment was the structural for-,

- -

matting of 'the commercials into a single cluster of seven ads versus cori-

. .
.

vebtionally dispersed gets :.of or fewer ads. Aftehtion level was
4 . . " '.0

-
I .

actually slightly highp.in the clustered conditxon,regardless of age.

MordOmAc there waseno significant tendency for relative deterioration
I ,,

'
I

4

$
/ ,

of /attention from earlier-to
S

leer aditikittin the cluster. These findings
r

p

44 . . «

underline the attention- drawing power of teievitionrads.
.

,

It must be noted that thegeneraliziiiki rty othese-findingt is tome-
,

. .

N -what, limited by the artificial nature of the laboratory setting. Viewers

.

.

,

.

did of have the range of alternative activities to pursue if the c9mmer-.
46- .t. ,

o 4

dais proved uninteresting; the constraints in this situation maiThave
,

4
s,

.

forced .children to attend more closely than in the,home environment.
. .

These experimental data are complemented by,survey evidence from a , ,4
. t

sample of 775 children inOthe fourth through seventh grades.. A questionnaire

.14
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displayed pictures and/or verbal summary- c criptions of *specific dom-
.

mercials and Pari'lrepresenting a wide riety of products' and ideas aimed

a.both child and adult audiences. Respondents were &diced to report level
-7//-

of exposure-to each along a foolir-step scale, with the stabdard question:

"When this commercial comes 'on
,
TV, how much do you watch-it?" Averaging

!
.

..

across all messages, 17% seleipted the "always" category, 24% indicated.

usually, " 404.said "sometimes, " and 19%,marked "never." The fourth-fifth

graders attended slightly more cloy .y than the sixth-silienth'i6'ders.

By type of message, attention was reported to be highest for PA's (53%

In top two attention categories),,folldwed by candy ads (50%), hygiene ads

. (41t),_ cereal ads (39%),,ence.adn ,03;), toy ads (33%), and medicine ids
a.

(25%). pf course, the particular examples oe ads selected for each type

of product may not be representative, but the overall findings are likely,

to be typical.

0SERVATIONAL LEARNING EFFECTS.

. Observational learning is defined as the acquisition (and performance)

of novel forms of behavior. In the case of television advertising, the

criterion of "new" response can be met with any of several conditions in-

. cluding: a type of consumption with: which the dhild.is not familiar be-

cmise of limited opportunity for direct observation or experience (i.e. us-

ing hygine products such as deodorants and acne cream, ingesting Oroprie-

tary medicines such as sleeping pills and laxatives, wearing undergarments,

or- drinking alcohol), or a distinctive new version of familiar type of con-

sumption (i.e., playing withunique style of tdy; or eating an innovative

brand of agssert).' Several 4ts of data are relevant to observational

learning, including evidence of hygiene socialization and analyses of the

15 ,
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impat of model attributes and message repetition in developing interest

in. new toyproductse.

Hygiene socialization. In the tu0ey described in the previous sec-
.

tion, respondents described their attention to commercials for deodorants,

mouthwashes, and acne creams, and their orientations toward these products.
-

-
Among the criterion variables. studied, three are most likely,to be affected

by modeled stimuli portraying numerous actors worrying about hygiene and

using 4/ertised products to combat. the problem: perceived amount of usage.

of the prodOcts by Rther people, personal concern about the problems, and

usage of the produdts.

The predictor variable.was a multiplicative exposure index,tomporecl.-

of digree of attention' to five hygiene ads sand amount of tele/ision.viewing

A .
'during prime-time evening hours when these ads are aired. ,Three,itemd mea- ,

sureli the children's ptrceptioari-o-the__pr.cipsation of adults,(br teenagers,.
0

A

in the case of skin cream) who use each of the hygiene products. An index
4

.
o i

based on theie items correlated +.. 30 with the exposure index; when[ grade,
. .

isex,. social status,. s.cholastic performance and.,inierpersonal..dis.cussibn

about hygiene were controlled, the part a1 correlation remained sizable at

+.26. Thug, heavy hygiene commercial viewers are much more likely to per-

'beive that people frequently use deodorants, ffouthwash, and skin cream.

The motivational element was gauged by.the extent to which the child
.-

worried about acne problems and offending others with body odor. This in
,

dex correlated with exposure, and thefifthmorder partial' orrelation

dropped to +14. There wai. correlation of +.29 between exposure and the

. %

. frequency of actually using the mouthwash and skin cream products) the par-
. *

,
,

tial Correlation was +.fi. These findings indicate a moderete association

10.

J.6
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between viewing hygiene ads and using these products, and a somewhat weaker

relationship for concern about hygiene problems.
.

The effect of_advertising was experimentally tested in the case of

acne cream. In a sample of 2p0 fourth and fifth graders, half viewed a

video tape program containing a currently aired acne cream commercial while

the other half saw an irrelevant commercial in that slot. The message

showed pre-adelesce9ts applying thepreparation to their faces. On a post-

''viewing'questioniiiirC, the exposed group expressed significantly greater

concern aboirt blemishes, were significantly likely to believe that

skin cream rather than regular soap wds.the appropriate solution to acne

problems, and were significantly more likely to saythat they would buy

the product fpr personal. tise, compared to the control group. A contingent

analysis showed the importance of the novelty, factor inn Message impact:.
4

among the 83 who had. previously seen the product advertised on TV, there

was no difference between the exPerimental did control groups. However,
#

.amongjhose who had never viewed such messages at home, the differince was

very larget yie144.ng highly significant interactions_ between. the treatment

variable and the previous exposure variable.

Point-it-out. One unique behavior that has been emphasized in a well-

known anti-pollution PSA is to.point -if-out when polluting orlittering
io

is encountered. A series of models distinctively usethe10%ir fingers to

identify various offenderi and perhaps to Stimulate them to stop polluting.

Sint* Children would be unlikely to perform this response without observ-

ing the PSA stimulus, it is a prime example of observational learning. In

.

survey questionnaires distributed to '175 oldar chIldren, one question asked

how often they reminded litterers tcvstop their littering; amount of expo-

sure' t# this and another anti - littering message was' also mkasured. More,
4

17
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than two - thirds of the respondents indicated that they had ever attempted

to stop offended from, littering; 25% of the heavier oiewers vs. 14% of

the lighter viewers reported that they d5d this frequently. -The partial

correlation between exposure and reminding others to stop littering was

+.19, with demographic factors gontrolled.. It appears that the novel act

of harrassing litterert is effectively-taught by televised PSA'.

Model characteristics. Among the stimulus control variables studied

in the social learning literature, much attention has focused' on model

attributed such as sex (Hicks, 1975; Bandura, Ross and Ross, 1961 11icho-p,

lasMcCarter and Aedkel,'10.71W, 1971b; Kohlberg, 1969), age (Hicks,. 19754,
(.1.

Nicholas, McCarter and Hedkel, 197la; Bandura, 1969; KOhIberg, 1969), and

.

raga. The racial identityof tha advertising model was examined in one

of the experiments of this project,.'

A

Previous research 'elds conflicting results. Neely,, Heckel and

i,eichman (973) found that young black children imitated'a televised' white
40

4 I ' I

model more than a black model in toy selection. However, Barry and Hansen

.

(1973') reported that young black children were much more likely than whites
.

.
.

to express prefere ce for a cereal brand promoted in a TV commercial fea-
.,

.uning a black model than an alternative brand advertised without a blabk

-
model. -

In the pradent..experimerit, the race of models was manipulated in a
f)

1 .

stidially.produgad coMmergial'foran unfamiliar toy product. The ad pre-
/

rented a pair of eithefwhiteactord cahblack actors playing with and en-

joying the toy; all other messageelements were held constant. Half of

the sample of 50' preschool and elcmentary sChool children viewed each

condition. "Mere were no major differences in obserWed reactions while

r

.18
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viewing, n terms of attention, irritation,. enjoyment, and

In a post viewing play situation, subjects9were offered an

play wit

verbalizations.

opportunity to

either the advertised toy or an alternative toy.*--For white sub-
s

jests, 4here were no differences in selection between the white-model and

black-model treatments; black subjects more often chose the advertised toy

in the white-model condition by a clear 14% margin. These findig. indi-

oate-that-biack-children are somewh6t more likely to imitate novel:

pones of 'racial dissimilar advertising models.

. Message repetition. A commercial for a disiingtive new toy

Obarpiper was aired shortly bifore.survey questionnaires were administeFed
,

to 775 older: childrep. In the ad, a boy modevdemodstrited the pr oduct` in

use. The queetionnairp measured the.frequencY of home exposure to the mes-
-,

sale (from 0 to 60 or more limes). This viewing varier was corral tic'.

f
4 (f .4-.19 with-desire to have the peoduct, but the partial correlatiod All to

. . 1-
,I, fri ,.

40 ^

...
-:-.I0whindemographic- factors were controlled. The proportton expresO%-, 1:ne,,raw

1.

'A preference rise steadily Am 25% among the unexposed to 51% among'
1 .1 '''

e
..

-those seeing forty. or More_ repetitio nu . !Iius_._ire_q_4ent_ reinstatement. of __ ____ .._seeing

a.message promoting a novel plaything contributes somewhat to modeling

intentions.

INHIBITORY/DISINOIBiiORY FFECT;T;:.

..4

0 c
In addition to teaching new responses, commercials may modify InhIbi-'

.
-

. 4
.

40..t

tot* straints governing perforthance of existing tbeha4rioral patterns.

Although previous television applications of this component of sooial,
014,

learning, theory have generally dealt with clearly proscribed fOrmspf be-

havior such as aggression, the advertising derivhtions :pertain to disin-

hibition of more mildly prohibited behayioral expression involving minor

19.
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r
violations of personal. standards or social norms, indlUdingi

. -

ative types of product consweption (i.e., unconventional definition' of

counter .norm,

appropriate product users or-situations for product usage, suds as girls

`playing With electric trains or late-evening snackini with breakfait-ci=
. _

*real), and atypical amount's of product consUmptiOn (i.t., candy_ eating

t.

beyond normal limits) . 4,9
. -----

Since oodtmercial adve tisifir;eldom attempts -to restrain behaviors

f
reinforcement of.product consumption, inhibitoryby presenting nIgatl!"

applications are rare.

inhibit the display of

However, some public service campaigns seek to

generally non-sanctioned forms oftlehaviorsuch

as iiiOring, smoking, drug-taking and car - riding witho4t buckled seat.

belts. While the goal,may not be total prohibition., PSK's often endeavor

to restrict the frequency or situational conditions for,performing.such

behaviors.,'

Candy consumption disinhibition. Since almost all'children eat candy

products at least occasionally, moderate consumption is hardly a novel or.

proscribed pattern of behavior. Nevertheless, Saturday morning candy com-

merciaIs repeatedly, portray models happily consuming a variety of these

. -
.

candies, often with the additional reinforcement of tacit adult approval.

txteritive exposure to'tese modeling stimuli may suggest to 'the child that

excessive candy eating is acceptable behavior, even though interpersonal

messages and intrapersonal judgment typically serves to restrain candy in-

take. Thus, commercials may cause a reduced level of personal guilt or
4.

fear of social disapproval for
.

excessive consumption of candy; this effect

should be reflected in greater amounts of candy bars eaten by the child.

'Since Inhibitions probably g;71;4tain ttrany particular brand of cant'',
.
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4

such ,n effe4t should be generalized, to consumptiotk of all brands regard-

less
off

the frequency that ea4ii.is advertised on television.

\ i . ,. .
. ,

In la questionnaire survey of506 fourth through seventh graders, ex-
.

.

posure tocandy advertising was indexed by a generalized candy attention.

item and t1 o measures dealing with specific ads, multiplied by the mount

of viewing tine on Saturday mornings. Children Were also asked to report

how often thei.ate seven brands of candy bars, including three that were
a .

frequently advertised and fou; that were lightly advertised on SaturdiY

mornings. Exposure correlated +.29 with an index of eating heavily promoted
0

brands, and the partia l,controlling for deMOlgraphics was +.25. Consumption

Iof lightly advrtised brands. was associated with exposure to the same de:

gree. A separate item measuring number of candy bars consumed per week.

yielded a weaker partial correlation of +.10 with the exposure index. Thus,

there is fairly strong evidence that exposure and consumption are function-
.

ally related (although the direction of causality is not unambiguous) and

that Advertising e ffects tend to be generalized to nonadvertised brand con-

sumptionv lending support to thedisinhibition explanation.

'11Vs Alikibhibittofts:11ral leagting theorists argue that young

people learn to avoid dangerous mistakes by observing the negative conse-

quences incurred by models who don't follow recommended practices, such as

buckling seat belts or restricting smoking, rather than learningby direct

experience with punishing, outcomes. Theoretically, an effective modeling

message should graphically display a model performing the illidit behavior

and then suffering injury, illness, or death. Public serv1ice announcements

typically tone down the explicitneai of the harmful consequences, but gen,
14

erally follow this basic approach. Two cases are seat belt and anti-smoking _

21.
;.
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campaigns, whi.ch display such negative reinfdrcement 4S hospitalization,

,

loss of affection, or physical disability.

746 questionnaires administered to 775 older children contained itebi_
dealing with seat belt buckling behavior and intentions not to smoke, along

. .
. .

. with level of exposure to correspondiht public service messages.
..-

).

Controlling for codiaminating demographic variaples, therre was a negli-

gible +06 partial correlation between *at belt PSA exposure and frequency

of using seat belts; the partial correlation between exposure to anti-smok-

' I/

ing PS exposure and intention not to adopt cigarette smoking was -.11, how- a

ever. It appears that these PSA's have no, positive impact inincrdasing

%

s'4 inhibitions against smoking or riding without Seat belts, probably due to
A

the extensive amount of interpersonal influence on these behaviors from,

pilents, teachers, and peers.

One particularly pervasive public servicecimpaign has sought to res-

train littering behavior. /he negative consequences of this type of action

are4Ualitatively diffevnt from the previous examples, since the harmful

-o utcomes are aesthetic or social-rather than physical. I ISA's typically

portray littering-responses followeeWiportrayals-of a- polluted enyirow

,I.

bent, social disapproval to the model, or a.saddened Indian. In the sur-vey,cexposure to this type of message was ssocpted +.05 with frequency ,

.

of proper didposal Of litter,_witli"debographic factors controlled,.

An experimental test examined the impact of the, crying Indian spot

on actual littering behavior under controlled conditions. Half of the

sample of 500 subjects in the previously discussed experiment viewed this

anti-littering message during an entertainment progrib, while the other

halfwere exposed to an unrelated message. After the viewing session, all

22
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subjects were offered a piece "of wrapped candy and their disposal of the

wrapper was unobtrusively observed by the experimental assistants. The

children who viewed the littering announcement were significantly. less

likely to litter the room than the non-exposed-Ss:- Among

viewers, 25t put the wrapper in the waste basket and 21 thtew it on the

floor;. 19% of the non-exposed Ss disposed of the wrapper in the basket

and 11% littered the floor. The others kept it on themselves or left it

on the table. The younger children were clearly most influenced. While

the experiment demonstrates at least a temporary inhibitory effect, the
.

survey" findings show' that the ,influence is not strong in the naturalistic

setting.

RESPONSE FACILITATION EFFECTS

The response facilitation funCtion is highly relevant to modeling'of.

A,
advertising stimuli. lost product consumption in commercials is-acceptable;

everyday behavior encumbered by minimal restrictions.- The same holdsfOr

4rtain socially desirable practices promoted in public service announce-
-.

menti. For instance, children have established habituaL.Patteres .ok.beha-,

vior regarding cereal eating, toy playing, and in most instances, litter.

: t

disposal and seat belt buckling, They have typically experienced direct
A

positiye reinforcement for such actions, but performance may not be sali-

ent at any .given moments. In such cases, advertising might serve as a dis-

.'
ceiminative cue instigating previously leatned behaviors; the ads tempora-

4 rily remind the child to perform the particular activity. These eliciting

cues typically contain a positive rather than negative motivational compo-

nent. In particular, commercial nefsages seldom depict the unfavorable

./
consequences of not using the product (except in preliminary scenes ,bef6e

2?
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as in medicine and hygiene ad7;); the primary

demonstrated use of the product followed by re-

An important aspect_of-this-procesconcerns-st-itsulus -end=re-sponse

4

generalization from a given message. Does a- dvertising motivate consump-
.

tion of any brand within a productclass, or is the_effect restricted to
.

.

the specific brand Presented in the commercial? For instance, on ad for

one exotically flavored Pre-sweetened cereal may trigger eating of simi-
.

lar sugary Cereal brands or the generalization gradient may further carry

over to non - sweetened, cereals. This generalization process might be, ex.
4

pected with children for two basic reasons: the brand-unique cues in 'a

given ad might.be perceived as peripheral to the more central modeled se-

luence of preparing and eating a bowl of cereal (or playing aboard game

or using a hair shampoo), and the overall message environment of numerous .

competing cereal brands (ogans brands or shampoo brands) may produce a

cumulative impressiomsof "eating cereal" (or "playing games" or "using

shampoo") rather than learang substantive and symbolic distinctions be-
.

-tureen lrafidS-X,'Y'; And Z.. 'Frail a visuaimideiliipeiipeCtive, the basic
- .

theme is consuOption behavior; there are often no unique -features of spe-

cific brands that models can act, opt. (except listening to snap/crackle/

pop). Of course, some models may be more influential exemplars, and there

may be non - modeling aspects such as nutritional value, taste qUalities, ,

and attractive brand symbols. These other factors should create a tendency

for children to wire -frequently consume heavily advertised brands - -bpt a

substantial generalization to consumption of less advertisal brands should

also be, expected.

V

24
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... /
This notion was tested in a survey investigation of cereal advert's-.

o 1.---

.ing and consumption, whets 506 children in the. fourth thrpugh seventh

...)
grades reported .on their exposure to cereal ade4in4exed by the,product

of five specific and general attention items times amount of Saturday te-_,

levision viewing) and their patterns of cereal eating. A consumption in-

dex for eight heavily advertised cereal brands correlated +.41 with the
O

exposureindex;vben grade, sex, status and school performance were con-
e

trolled, the partial correlation remained strong at +.-37. As anticipated,

the e-association between exposure and consumption of five lightly adver-

tised brands was positive but less strong, with a-rsw correlation of

+.2/ and a fourth-order partial of +.24.

,Since response facilitation might be counteracted by parental inflt' -.

ences reIeicting the amount of cereal eating, the questionnaire also mea-

sured whether parents imposed general snacking rule limitations or allowed

children to eat whatever foods they pleased. "The conditional correlations

showed a substantial interaction: in homes with no rules, the correlation

between exposure and overall cereal consumption was +.51% while the corre-.^

lotion was only +.27'for children reporting parental restrictions:

. While it is possible for children to model cereal eating with the

.1

,

reals available in the home, imitation is to some extent contingent on the

1911 .

intervening variable cerealsof persuading parents to purchase reals in the su-
4'7.

i'
1

liermarket. The motivation to imitate may indirectly produce request beba4
___ .

. _

.)

vior as a means to physically acquiring the p,6duct (advertising codes gt-

courage,modeling stimuli of the product acquisition behavioral sequence of
.

asking parents to buy, which would be a much more effective response faci-

litation strategy). The survey showed that exposure to cereal advertiiing.

25
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with frequency of requesting cireal purchases, with a

of +.27. Of course, it should be recognized each of

, the relationships reportedin this section may be due to reverse
;

causatien,

as children who often request or eat cereals are motivated to watch TV dm
)

mercials for cereals. Since a major portiop of the exposure variable in-

volves mere amount of time viewing, Saturday morning programming, it seems

.unlikely that a large part of the association could, be explained by selec--

tive seeking, rather than message ifrects.

Analysis of path' coefficients among exposure, requests, consumption

and demographic variable indicated that the impact of cereal advertising

on advertised brand cating,occurs both directly and indirectly via requests.

Tfle linkage from 'exposure to requests was +.27, and from requ sts to con-

.

sumption was +.20; the direct path coefficient f06M exposUre to corsump- .

tion was +.30. tit

This set of findings suggests that cereal advertising has a direct
O

,

respoinse facilitation effeCt on consumption of advertised cereals, angthat

this impact is somewhat generalized to less 6equently advertised cereals

as well. Apparently the repeated prsentation of models eating cereal

serves to remind the, child to perform habitual cereal eating behaviors.

,

Furthermore, there are indications of an indiiect stimulation of purchase

requests as a means to 'obtaining the product for consumption.

,

In the case of public service announcements, modeling effects ehsve

been.primarily'interpreted as observaional learning and inhibitory pro-.

cessds. Foriftequently expressed sanctionedhehaviors such as seat belt
, * .

.
.

buckling and proper disposal of trash, an alternative approach.emphasizing

pOiltive reinforcement can be utilized. any learning, theorists believe

26 0
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that reward is more effective than punishment in. shaping behavior. The

positive facilitation strategy would be to portray the recommended prac-

tices paired with rewarding consequences, such as safe arrival,'good health,

social approval; self-fiatisfaction, or clean environment. Since few PSA's

use this approach, the data"from this investigation do not provide a good

'test for these ideas; however, the research of Leibert, Sprifkin and Poulos-
N. 4

(1975) suggests that it can be effective.

ST/MOWS OBJECT ENHJNCEMENT - EFFECTS

o

;Bridura suggests that stimulus enhancement processes direct the observ-

era attention to objects utilized by the model and produce greater use of

the objects beyond deMonstrate circumstances. This notion can be applied
q 4 4

, es --4 _

to evidence on medicine advertising effects gathered in a' survey of 256
.

fifth, sixth and seventh grade students." The analyses showed that.exposure
.,, &

( to advertisements of headache remedies was slightly associated with the'l
4

child's self-prescription of the nupber of aspirin that they should take

.

to relieve a cold; the partial correlation was 1.06, with l6% more of the

, .a.
.

heavy medicine ad viewers'than lioht ad viewers suggesting a dosage.of two

V .

. .

.

or more aspirin. 9n the other hand, there was, no difference according to
../ u .

exposure on an iteMr asking the children if it's acceptable to take aspirin
._ . . .

. '. %
if they're not Ytally sick. __This evidenee provides very limited, indications
, . N

._. 1
that an enhancement of advertieed objects aan occur for a significant beha- .

. ;

vior such as medicine taking.'

t,

27
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DISCUSSION
O

.

Since,Bandura's vicarious social learning theory accords a central role to

mediated stimuli in shaping-an individual's responses, his model has attracted
.

.

the attention of many researchers studying the effects of television oh-children.

Most have applied the theory to rgsearch problems involving ,responses to anti-
%

social and pro-social behavior displayed on-TV; the present report extends the

application to learning from television advertising. The research presented,here

shows that social learning perspectiVe is a promising approach to the analysis

of advertising influences on young persons.

sct

The content analysis indicates that strategies employed in Saturday morning

advertising are highly consistent with the basic tenets of social learning theory.

The-ads are likely to attract attention and maintain retention, due to frequent

.
and prominent presentation, brand name repetition, musical jingles, humorous tone,

special effects production techniques, and authoritative and homophilous models.

The explicit depiction of product consumption facilitates learning of new se-
,

quences of actions involved in eating or playing with objects promoted in tfie ads.

Furthermore, the extensive portrayal of positive reinforcement consequences di.-

rectly associated with consumption should terve, to strongly motivate children to
1

ob tain and conspme products.

Evidence from,a series of experimental and survey investigations demonstrates

the effectiveness of advertising messages in the acquisition ara performance of

consumer and social behavior. The first set ,of data show .that commercials are

attendedclotely by children, even though many advertised products have limited

relevance to young people.

The actual impact of advertising appears to be most centrally govered by two

major modeling functions, observational learning and response facilitation. First,

4
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. . .

'commercialS depicting relatively novel forms bf-behavior produce significan cog-
. ...

a ,. 4,

nitive and behavio;a1 effects through simple modeling of theobserved'deno ra-
. .

,. ...

tions. *Children have a limited opportunity for,dirent.observation.and.experienced

with hygiene pzoducts; thus ads for deodorants, mouthwashes and acne creams impor-
.

tantly shape their perceptions, concerns, and usage ,atterns regarding these un-
.

. .

familiar mitters: Similarly, children learn distinctive, new modes,qf anti-pollur
e'. , .

tion gesturing and develop Orientations towarddnew toys. It appears that repeated

4

.

exposuie to adv,ertising messa6s augments this observational leaining process.

Where children have established habitual patterns of sanctioned food dating,

toy playing, and pro-social practices, advertising ,cues serve as reminders el cit-

ing these actions. Some limited evidence sufgests that this response facilitatiOn

effect generalizes beyond the specific objects promoted in the ads; for instance,

modeling stimuli of cereal eating apparently stimulate greater ZanSUMption of all .

4

types of breakfast cereald, noti1 just the featured brands. Morepver,commeicials

seem to indirectly produce Higher rates of requests for cereals as a means to con:

sumption behavior. Additional redearch is needed to ascertain the precise dimen-

sions of the response facilitation effect of TV commercials, since this is the

most common and least understood of -the social learning functions, '

Certain TV commercials and public service announcements can also modify in-
. ...

hibitions that normally restrain expression of non-sanctioned activities. For
. * -

mildly proscribed. forms of behavior such as excessive candy eating Or playing

with opposite sex -typed toys, there is evidence that advertising lowers inhibi,

tions. In this report, general consumption of candy is substantially greater for

children heavily_exposed to candy coelreerciaIk; the uniformity of the relationship

across advertised and non-advertised candies indicates that the disinhibitionex-

planation is more valid than a persuasion theory prediction of increased affect



s .

toward advertised brands only. Additional findings froma previously reported

study in this series (Atkin, 1975) indicates that a counter-stereotypical por-

trayal of females playing with male-oriented toy racing cars increases children's

ratings of the acceptability of th Uhavior.

The corresponding effect of increasing inhibitions has very limited applica-

bility to advertising messages, Which generally emphasize only positive reinforce-
"...

.

ment. Therd gre oasis of public service announcements that depict punishing conri,

sequences of smoking, littering,'and automobile riding without seat belts. The
. T

cumulativi impact of such campaigns seems to be quite weak in investigation;

perhaps this is due to the more compelling influence of inteipersonal sources.

It should be noted that-social learning theory is not the sole paradigm that .

4,3

cans,be employed to understand how commercials affect children, although it ap-
e.

pears to be the most useful approach. For many of the products and practices
. 4. . .

0. -%
..v.

.

Ilirompteeon television, verbal persuasion theory offers a more appropriate pers-
t: ,0',.... . *

pecfive thlan does modeling. This is particularly the case of non-demonstration..., . . t,

.

. .

message strategies such aremotional vs. rational appeal and pne -sided vs.itwo-
..

sided4scesqntation. In -i-gYii;71-; Ckgnitiv velopmental theories can profitably
0 .

. q

be considered as a complement to social learning theory in many contexts, parti-

cularly when stage-related, evaluation and comprehension of the advertising is

likely to modify. acquisition and performance of modeling stimuli. The "uses and
A

K

gratificatAons" perspectivecan also add explanatory per wheS children'attend
.

arha rrnming commert,4a3 meat:Agee 144th aertain nccdo and-r-tivationz in mind. Sub-

sequ nt ieparch should ittemPt.to combine thee theoretical. approaches for more

,,,adyanced explanation,of children's responses to televised advertising.
.

. .

. .. ...
.

. .

3 0
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